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-'2— RB. E. Lenihan: 1-8. H, Jevons 

. Airtel 

Tos Sic, Gashington Field . 

From: Director, FBI (2105-82555) 

LUE BARTZY OSWALD, AKA 
Is - R= CUBA 

ATTZNTIONS CRIMINAL SUCTION 

Enclosed for your assistance is 2 copy of a letter from the President's Commissicn cated 5-20-64 end an nirtel fron the Director to Palles dated 5-22-64, You will note that itens 31, 35 and 36 wore personally delivered to the FEI Laboratory by SA Edvard C. Palner of your office on 11-23-63, 

Iten 32 was personally delivered to the FBI Laboratory ’ by SA Eusene C. Gies of your office on 11-23-63, 

Item 33 tas porsonally delivered by SfAs Priph E, Willis, dr., and Gics to the FBI Lekboratery cn 11-25-63, 

__ 28 Bccordanse with the instructions set out for Ielies _ in the enclosed cirtel, UFO at on early cato should make arranges ments with the Fil Laboratory to obtzin epproprtiate photorraphs ‘of the exhibits obtained by Agents of your of2ice and displey then to the individuals fron whom they wore obtained for identie | fication as requested in the enclosed Comnissics ietter, - 

- You skould then cozply with Iuresu instrvetions to | prepare an appropriate lettorhead memersendim fer trancnittal to Eolles for inclusion in Dallas's over-all nemorendun for dissenination to the Commission, 

Enclosures (2) 
2 Faliss (1009-10461) 
1 = :62-109090 (President's Cormission) — 
1-W. C. Sullivan - J. C. Cadigan 
le-I. W. Conrad l1-—R8, A. Frazier 

" RDRrles co a oy 
Qi) " eee SEE NOTE PAGE ‘Tv0,
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NOTE: 

Comnission letter 5420-64, is very extensive in’ 
nature and requires consicerable work on pert of the Eureau. 
They have listed seme 37 items of evidence which they feel’ 

_ needs to be displayed to the individv2l who first found the 
particular item and who can identify it by inspection. In 
discussion with lr. Eisenberg of the Cormmicsion staff with | 
SA Jcvons on 5-22-64, it was ascertained th2t the Commission 
will perait photographic identification in place of transnitting 
ae the eviderce now being retcined in the laboratory to 

es, 

cllas is in possession of photcsrashs cf 211 items 
of evidence referred to above. It is peinted out some of the 
evidence wes obtained here in Vachinston through licisoa and 
other sources, wh ile sone of the evidence was obtained by other 

. field offices, In the instances where the raterial was cbtained 
here et Washington, the Bureau will furnish the necessary . 
intornatioa so it can be incorporated in a letterhead remorandun 
for dissemination to the Ceoxmmicsion, This matter will be followed 
closely and when the results are obtained, tke Cezmission will 
be notified, — 

Item 3 was obtained by Orrin Bartlett of liaison and 
_ item 34 was obtained by Assistant Director C. A. Evans. They 
‘have been Bdvised separately concerning our responsibility in 
this matter. All other items will be handled by Dallas in 
accordance with Bureau airtel 5-22-64, 
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